Unboxing experience —
an opportunity in e-commerce
Reliable, fluting-free corrugated printing even on low priced substrates
– nyloflex® FTC plates from Flint Group engages with the unboxing trend
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Unboxing experience
Think outside the box
To maximize the potential of what's inside the box, think
outside the box.
Experts have honed the big business of FMCG packaging
for years; consumer-focused packaging is bright, beautiful
and carefully crafted to make sure shelf appeal equals
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sales. When consumers buy online, they get a tiny taste
of that shelf appeal through cleverly designed e-commerce
sites that harness hi-res images and smart marketing.
However, what about the experience of receiving the
goods at home?
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Over 74 billion parcels of up to 31.5 kg are shipped each
year, with an estimated growth of 20% year on year.1
E-commerce sales are predicted to grow to over €3 trillion
by 2020.2 Consumers are increasingly getting the retail
experience away from the shop; they order online from
their screens and receive their purchases at their door.
The shopping decision, usually influenced by the shelf
appearance in the shop is now made online and it is the
first moment of truth – see schematic below.
On the product stage, transport packaging still plays
understudy to the retail packaging, but it should have a
leading role as first point of contact, called the second
moment of truth; it often comes in uniform brown,
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corrugated cartonboard... that's never going to get a
standing ovation. In addition there is the time lag between
ordering online and physically getting the product –
between the first and second moment of truth, until the
consumer finally unpacks and experiences his purchase.
The opportunity for consumers' expectation to be met or
exceeded is held captive in the box.
When so many elements of retail brand packaging are
precisely assessed for commercial gain, why is transport
packaging still just an afterthought? How can brands and
retailers make sure consumers are choosing their
products online? The answer is inside the box.
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Unboxing experience
Unboxing understood
YouTube is awash with unboxing videos for any product
you can think of — from cameras to toys to sneakers. Who
could have predicted that this element of the consumer
journey would be so important that people are willingly
watching strangers unbox their purchases? Yet they do,
in their millions. There is a human need to feel connected.
Connected to the brands we buy and the way they communicate with us.

Creating that connection is paramount to building e-commerce retailers of choice. By harnessing the connection
opportunity of the transport packaging, brands and online
retailers can connect with their customers on a deeper
level more quickly than relying on product packaging
alone, particularly for multiple-brand e-shops where consumers could buy the same item from any number of
competitive sellers.
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Flint Group Flexographic Global Strategic Marketing Director Eelko Leeuwenburgh highlights the consumers' engagement with the brand through fulfilling and even
exceeding their expectation of the unboxing moment.
Leeuwenburgh says, “Regardless of product or supplier,
that unboxing moment is highly influential in the consumers' decision to reorder and to share their positive impression through social media. Unboxing is the moment
of truth; it replaces the experience of buying from a

physical store.” However, one of the reasons that transport packaging is not often utilized as a fully printed
marketing tool, is the technical limitations of printing on
corrugated cartonboard. The common fluting effect looks
cheap and gives the wrong impression – better to have
no printing than bad printing.
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Unboxing experience

An example how the transport packaging can be part of
the unboxing experience is the "Arrowbox" (see images
below). To illustrate printing possibilities in transport
packaging, and contribute to an uplifting unboxing experience, Flint Group partnered with WEILBURGER Graphics,
Metsä Board, THIMM and PANFLEX in a joint development
project.
The "Arrowbox" perfectly shows, how a good idea with the
right partners can turn into a great transport packaging.
The creator's "Thinking outside the box" resulted in a
vibrant print inside.

As a packaging solutions provider, Flint Group Flexographic has developed nyloflex® flexo printing plates for all
packaging markets since 1978. Flexographic printing is
the most commonly used printing technology for direct
print on corrugated board, especially for large print runs.
The nyloflex® FTC Digital flat top plate delivers crisp,
accurate printing and is particularly suited to various
corrugated boards for transport packaging, from fine to
rough flute.

The "Arrowbox" demo job is a cooperation between WEILBURGER Graphics, who provided the inks and coatings and coordinated
the production, the substrate supplier Metsä Board, corrugated board company THIMM, PANFLEX for prepress, flexo plate from
Flint Group and the company THIMM, with a Göpfert HQPP machine, for printing.

Emotional advantage through technology
Flint Group Flexographic Vice President Technology Dr.
Eva Freudenthaler explains, "It is well known, that flexo
plates with Flat Top Dots5 (FTD), in contrast to common
digital flexo clichés with Round Top Dots, can reduce the
unwanted fluting effect6 in corrugated post-print. We knew
our customers wanted an easy to use solution for this;
some already invested in flat top exposure equipment,
but they found previous solutions cumbersome to implement. As we were one of the first in the market to incorporate the FTD property inherently in a digital flexo plate
to make life easier for cliché makers, it was clear to us
that we can help. So we kicked off a respective R&D
project."

Dr. Freudenthaler continues, "Not only did we focus on
the easy creation of Flat Top Dots, but based on our
long-standing experience in corrugated post-print we were
also painfully aware, that the fluting effect largely varies
depending on the substrate quality. We set the target to
maximize the robustness of the non-fluting behavior in
order to cover a wide range of corrugated board
qualities."
Field tests conducted by the Flint Group Flexographic
Technical Service team have proven that nyloflex® FTC
plates deliver a robust non-fluting performance in almost
every situation. "Finally, being conscious that the demand
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for printing high quality photographic designs has continuously increased, also in post-print, we improved the
highlight print performance allowing for screens to run
out more smoothly in the highlight areas.", concludes Dr.
Freudenthaler.
Now, as a result, the nyloflex® FTC plate from Flint Group
with its innovative technology, marks a new chapter in
connecting with customers at the unboxing stage. The
core advantage of the nyloflex® FTC plate is the reliable,
robust performance in fluting reduction – out of the box
without any extra treatment – on both coated and non-coated substrates delivering a very appealing print performance. In addition customers have the choice to texture
the plate surface to further push the ink density in print.
Flint Group Flexographic Global Commercial Vice President Friedrich von Rechteren is clear that retailers and
brands will benefit from nyloflex® FTC plates. He says,
“We are all partners in the value chain. By creating a
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connection at the unboxing moment, we are supporting
our customers and their customers’ experience. nyloflex®
FTC plates address three main needs of the market:
Achieving highest print quality results in combination with
cost reduction through use of lower quality substrates,
while supporting sustainability goals. Our customers can
specify more recycled material and still get the highest
quality results. Inherent flat top in the plates also means
that the printing is more efficient, so not only can printers
use lower quality substrates, the print run stability is increased too. Choosing nyloflex® FTC plates mean successfully balancing the technical, environmental and
emotional demands of the ever-increasing trend to connect with the customer.”
Touching the consumer is a valuable brand engagement
tool. And of course it can go both ways: get it wrong and
you've lost a customer, get it right and you've got an
ambassador.

Summary
The unboxing trend that has blossomed from the rapidlygrowing e-commerce sector has enabled brands and
retailers to connect with the consumer without ever going
into the store. Nevertheless, opportunities to engage and
impress are lost when transport packaging is branded
badly or not at all.
The unattractive fluting effect of printing on corrugated
cartonboard is almost entirely avoided with the innovative

nyloflex® FTC flat top plate from Flint Group
Flexographic.
Created to allow integrated printers and cliché makers
to utilise their existing equipment, this inherent flat top
dot solution supports plate makers in getting the unboxing
trend right for their customers – without additional
investment.
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FLINT GROUP – ABOUT US
Flint Group is dedicated to serving the global printing and
packaging industry. Headquartered in Luxembourg, Flint
Group employs over 8200 people and posted revenues
of €2.2 billion in 2017. Providing solutions with unmatched service and support and an extensive portfolio
of technically-advanced products, Flint Group covers all
steps of the value chain for printing in the packaging
industry.

Flint Group is the number one or number two supplier in
every market it serves worldwide.
Driven by the company-wide desire to make our products
and services better, faster and easier to use, Flint Group
Flexographic specialises in photopolymer printing plates,
sleeve systems for flexographic printing, processing
equipment and washout solvents.

CONTACT
Contact Flint Group Flexographic technical and sales
experts today to discuss how nyloflex® FTC plates can
help you achieve superior printing results when printing
on low cost corrugated substrates, while eliminating
fluting effects, and allow brand owners to deliver a consistent brand experience to their customers, online and
at home.
flexo.communciations@flintgrp.com

Flint Group Germany GmbH
Sieglestr. 25
70469 Stuttgart
T +49 711 9816-389
www.flintgrp.com/ftc

Ozan Öztürk
Global Marketing Communications Manager
Ozan is facinated by how design and function can complement each other. He is able to transform complex
technical facts into a comprehensive form and brings a
fresh perspective to the table.

Do you want to be contacted by a sales
representative in your region?

Click, to request
your call back.
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Flat Top Dot: Dot shape on a flexo cliché with an even plateau at
the top, where the ink is transfared to the substrate
6
Streaky appearance of screened pictures, printed on corrugated
board, caused by the wavy, washboard like structure formed on the
surface of corrugated board

